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Since the business-cycle trough in the first
quarter of 1975, economists have frequently
noted the rapidgrowth in aggregateemployment
and the rather sluggish growth in real business
fixed investment. From March 1975 to July
1978, total employment grew at a 3.5-percent
annual rate, compared with a 2.4-percent aver-
age annual rate of growth for the previous four
business cycles. Incontrast, realfixed investment
grew at a 5.5-percent annual rate over roughly
the sametime-span, comparedwith a 7.3-percent
average growth rate in the previous four recover-
Ies.
Against that background, this paper focuses
on the role inflation plays in determining the
demand for labor and capital in manufacturing.
Will inflation tend to increase or reduce the
demand for these factors of production, and
under what conditions? To help answer the
question, we shall consider two measures of
inflation variability. The first is a measure of
"unanticipated inflation," obtained from errors
of forecasts of the wholesale-price index six
months into the future. The second measure;
referred to here as "relative price variability," is
the variance of the rate of change in business
capital-good prices, derived from the disaggre-
gated components of the price deflator for busi-
ness fixed investment. Theseinflation-variability
measures are incorporated into a model of the
demand for two "stock" variables, capital and
workers, and two "flow" variables, capacity
utilization and average weekly hours worked.
The demands for these factors ofproductionare
considered "interrelated," with theadjustmentin
one factor affected by the state of the other
factors. We statistically estimate the factor de-
mands to determine the impact of inflation
variability, and then ask whether the results are
consistent with the observed growth in laborand
capital in the recovery period beginning in early
1975.
This study suggests that, over the 1959-75
period, unanticipated inflation has tended to
reduce the demand for investment goods in
manufacturing, and to increase labor demand
and the rate ofcapacity utilization. In addition,
anticipated (trend) inflation has had no statisti-
cally significant impact on either labororcapital
demand. The latter findings lend support to the
"natural-rate hypothesis" that there is no perma-
nent beneficial trade-off between anticipated
inflation and unemployment.
I. Output Expansion With Known Relative Prices
To understand how inflation may affect the
demand for, and utilization of, capitaland labor,
we must first distinguish between short-run and
long-run firm behavior in an environment with-
out any price uncertainty. The "short run" typi-
cally is defined as a period with fixed supplies of
at least one factor ofproduction, usually capital
in the form ofphysical plantand equipment. The
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labor force is usually considered variable in the
short-run; within certain limits, the labor force
can be expanded or contracted to meet the
requirement to produce a given amount of out-
put.
The "long-run" is conceptually defined as a
period with variable supplies of both factors of
production, labor and capital; that is, both are
decision variables capable of being expanded to
meet desired levels ofoutput. 1A firm's long-run
production problem consists ofdetermining the
desired physical plant size and the desired perm-anent work force, while its short-run production
problem consists of determining the optimal
utilization ofcapital and labor, with some varia-
tion permissible in the size of the work force.
The firm's production process may have two
dimensions, a stock and a flow dimension, with
output being produced by the flow of services
from capital and labor. The stock ofcapital, K
(plant and equipment), times its utilization rate,
u, determines capital services; the stock oflabor,
W (production workers), times its utilization, h
(average hours worked) determines worker-
hours, or the service flow from labor.
Chart I depicts the interaction of capital
services Ku and worker services Who In the
short-run we consider K fixed, while W, u and h
are allowed to vary. In the long-run, with uandh
set at their long-run "full utilization" levels, both
the capital stock and the work force can vary to
achieve a higher level of output.
The "constant output" curves ZI and Zz depict
the combinations of capital and labor services
that can produce the same output level. (Zz
represents the higher output level of the two).
The line AA is a "constant-cost" line, meaning
that the same cost to the firm is incurred by
varying expenditures on capital and labor any-
where along line AA. Equilibrium for the firm is
achieved at point E, the most efficient combina-
tion ofcapital and labor given the prices oflabor
and capital. At point E, the ratio ofthe marginal
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exactly equal to the ratio of their respective
prices.
"Relative factor prices," that is, the ratio ofthe
price of capital to the price oflabor, is equal to
the absolute value of the slope of the AA line.
Hence, since equal-cost line BB is parallelto AA,
line BB represents a greater expenditure on
capital and labor but at the same relative prices
as exist at constant-cost line AA.
The two equal-output curves Zl and Zz repres-
ent technical (or engineering) relationships be-
tween capital and labor. These equal-output
curves are shown as "smooth", under the as-
sumption that very small incremental substitu-
tions between capital services and labor services
can produce the same output level. The firm's
most economical expansion path, with un-
changed relative prices, would be along the ray
OX, which technically is a straightline fora wide
variety of production functions.z The ray, OX,
depicts those points of minimum production
costs, at constant relative factor prices, as the
firm expands to higher output levels.
Relative factor prices play an important role,
first, in determining the mosteconomicalcombi-
nation of factor inputs for producing a given
output level, and, secondly, in determining the
ratio ofcapitalto laboras outputexpands. Chart
I shows that as output expands from level Zl to
Zz at constant factor prices, with constant utili-
zation rates of capital and labor, capital and
labor stocks should expand in fixed proportion.
This constant proportionality cannot, ofcourse,
be expected to hold over every point throughout
a business cycle. However, we should expect
long-run factor-expansion proportionality if
relativefactor prices do notchangeconsiderably.
Given a significant-and permanent-increase
in the cost of capital relative to labor, the firm
and the industry will economize on the more
costly factor by employingrelatively morelabor.
For example, with the equal-cost line CC, the
firm faced with higher capital costs will produce
output level Zz by moving from Ezto E3•
When the firm plans to expand plant size and
work force, it does so presumably under the
assumption that it knows what relative prices
will be during the period when that expansion
takes place. Thus, to the extent that inflation(i.e., the rise in the aggregate price level) affects
long-run factor demands, the firm presumably
knows how inflation affects relative factor prices
over the planning horizon, when initial planning
begins. As Chart I illustrates, relative factor
prices will determine the most economical com-
bination offactor inputs. Anticipated changes in
the aggregate price level affect factor demands
only to the extent that they alter relative factor
prices. The relevant question is how inflation
might affect relative factor prices, and what
response firms are likely to make to both
changing relative factor prices and variability in
such prices.
Given current corporate accounting proce-
dures, relative factor prices are sensitive to the
aggregate rate of inflation even where the future
inflation rate is known with certainty. This effect
of anticipated inflation is analyzed in a recent
article by Feldstein, Green and Sheshinski.
3 In
their view, the real after-tax return to debt and
equity reflects changes in the rate of inflation,
because the U.S. tax system taxes the nominal
income from investment (i.e., nominal interest
and nominal capital gains) but permits borrow-
ers to deduct nominal interest costs. The firm
typically minimizes its total cost of capital by
choosing an "optimal" debt-equity ratio, which
ratio depends on the schedule of corporate tax
rates and the rate of inflation. The shift in the
debt-equity ratio due to inflationalters thefirm's
total cost ofcapital and, in turn, alters the firm's
"implicit rental price of capital," defined as the
incremental cost to the firm of a marginal in-
crease in its real capital stock.
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The authors further argue that historical cost
depreciation causes an implicit taxation ofcash
flow which increases with the rate of inflation.
Quite simply, inflation reduces the real after-tax
cash value of a dollar's worth of depreciation
generated in thefuture. 5This implicit taxationof
cash flow is borne by both debt and equity
holders. In addition, inflationaggravatesa firm's
tendency to extend debt in lieu ofequitybecause
of the deductability of nominal interest costs.
Anticipated inflation, they argue, tends on bal-
ance to decrease the net rate of return to capital
(which would increase the rental price ofcapital)
and, in turn, to reduce the ratio of capital to
labor.
These effects offully anticipated inflation, by
increasing the relative price of capital vis-a-vis
the price of labor, should be captured in the
relative price variable. If inflation causes the
rental price of capital to rise more than the
inflation-induced rise in wage rates, the firm will
expand alonga new expansion path, to the right
of OX in Chart 1.
Fully anticipated inflation should have no
effects independently of the relative price of
capital, since it is relative prices which determine
demands for factors ofproduction. That is, fully
anticipated inflation, and its consequent effects
on the debt-equity ratio and the tax value of
depreciation, presumably are captured in our
measure of the firm's "rental price of capital."6
Unanticipated inflation, on theother hand, must
be incorporated in our model to capture the
independent effect of this variable on factor
demands in manufacturing.
II. Factor Demand and Unanticipated Inflation
Before considering how firms will respond to
measures of inflation variability, we must first
consider the aggregate relationship between in-
flation and employment, specifically, what has
come to be called the "natural rate ofunemploy-
ment" hypothesis. This hypothesis states that
employment is a "real" phenomena and can
therefore be determined only by other "real"
phenomena~thatis, it should be independent of
any "nominal" phenomena. (Nominal factors,
unlike real factors, depend on a monetaryunit of
account.) The natural-rate hypothesis basically
states that there is no relationship (trade-off)
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between the rate ofinflation and the unemploy-
ment rate in the long-run. This hypothesis is
important because we are interested in the rela-
tionship of inflation to manufacturing employ-
ment, as well as to manufacturing capital de-
mand and the utilization of capital and labor
in that industry. Thus we should considerwheth-
er our results are consistent with the natural-rate
hypothesis.
The natural-rate hypothesis does not necessar-
ily preclude the existence of a relationship be-
tween employment and inflation in the short-
run. One recent explanation of this short-runrelationship concerns the way individuals form
their expectations of inflation-the "rational
expectations" argument. According to this argu-
ment, individuals have reasonably good know-
ledge in forming their inflation expectations.
While those expectationsmaybe wrong, theyare
not consistently wrong. Hence, there is no syste-
matic error in the marketplace's expectations of
inflation. (In other words, individuals' expecta-
tional errorsaverage outto zero.) Given the basic
premise that labor and capital demand is de-
pendent on relative prices,and not on thelevel or
rate of change of prices, the rational-
expectations argument implies thatany relation-
ship between inflation and factor demand must
result from individuals' short-term errors in
forecasting inflation. These forecasting errors
cause firms to temporarily misjudge current and
future relative prices, therebyinducinga tempor-
ary relationship between inflation and employ-
ment. Yet because these errorsare notsystematic
but rather fluctuate around zero, there is no
systematic long-run relationship between em-
ployment and inflation.
Why do firms misperceive the rate ofinflation,
and thereby create a temporarymisperceptionof
relative prices? One possible explanation is sim-
ply incomplete information. Specifically, firms
may have better presentandfuture knowledgeof
their input prices, the prices ofcapitaland labor,
than ofthefuture aggregate price level which will
influence their output price. Thus iffirms under-
estimate inflation, they may beled to believe that
their output prices will rise in the future, so that
they will then increase their demand for factors
of production. This "paradigm of incomplete
information,,7 implies that firms have better
"local" price information, affecting their input
prices, than "global"priceinformation, affecting
the aggregate price level. Yet under the rational-
expectations model, only aggregate inflation-
expectation errors trigger a factor-demand re-
sponse. This argument thus suggests that factor
demand can be affected by only one "inflation
stock"-unanticipated inflation-and not by
either the variability of input prices or by antic-
ipated inflation acting by itself (independent of
relative factor prices).
By including both the relative price variability
in investment goods (local information) and
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unanticipated inflation (global information), we
are able to testdirectlythe natural-rate, rational-
expectations argument. In the context of the
manufacturing industry, this argument states
that factor-demand adjustments are triggered by
theeffects ofunanticipated inflation in the aggre-
gate price level, rather than by the variability of
inflation in input prices.
Other analysts have considered the aggregate
economy impact of unanticipated inflation, but
we are interested in anadditionalquestion which
deserves moreempirical investigation8-namely,
whether unanticipated inflation affects labor
demand differently from capital demand. We
argue that since unanticipated inflation creates
additional uncertainty regarding a firm's future
output prices, the firm when expanding output
will attempt to minimize the future cost of its
forecasting errors by using more of its variable
factor, labor, and less ofits fixed factor, capital.
A similar argument can be found in Albert
Gailord Hart's 1940 book Anticipations, Uncer-
tainty, and Dynamic Planning.
"The fact that uncertainty-specifically, a
high dispersion of anticipations around the
expectation-favors processes under which
durable equipment will be held to a minimum
lends color to the widely held view that an
increase in uncertainty will act upon the firm
like an increase in interest rates.,,9
Hart's argument would suggest that, because
of greater uncertainty in aggregate inflation,
firms will not expand output along the expan-
sion path shown in Chart 1. This variability, as
measured by unanticipated inflation, causes
greater uncertainty over the real value of future
streams of income, so that the risk-averse firm
will choose to minimize those investments that
are least reversible, suchas long-term investment
in plant and equipment. This argument comple-
ments the Feldstein-Green-Sheshenski argu-
ment, which states that a reduction of fixed
investment minimizes the implicittaxation ofthe
firm's cash flow due to the use ofhistorical-cost
depreciation in an environment of uncertain
inflation. Our hypothesis thus states that unan-
ticipated inflation causes changes in factor-
demand response by inducing the substitutionof
labor for capital.III. Price Variability Data
Two measures of price variability are used in
this study. The first measure consists of the
variance of the rates of change of prices for
individual components of business fixed invest-
ment from the average rate of change for the
group as a whole. 10 Forexample, if Pit is the price
of investment good i in period t, and Pt is the
aggregate investment-goods price index, our
relative price variance, RPV, measures the non-
proportionality ofprice changes across theentire
class of business-investment expenditures. It
should be noted that RPV is a measure of
relative price variability for investment goods.
The second measure of price variability con-
sists of the forecast errors of projections of the
wholesale-price index six months in the future.
The forecasts have been compiled by Joseph
Livingston, the Philadelphia Inquirer's business
editor, and have been analyzed and cleansed for
computational errors by John A. Carlson.II We
used simple linear interpolation in order to
obtain quarterly data from the semi-annual
Livingston-Carlson series. These forecast errors
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provide a measure of"unanticipated inflation,"
since they are obtained from actual survey fore-
casts of wholesale-price inflation. The
Livingston-Carlson forecasts can be said to be
"rational," in that they utilize past inflation data
to produce efficient and consistent inflation
forecasts. 12 Thus the unanticipated rates of
wholesale-price change utilized in our study
appear to provide adequate representations of
actual price-forecasterrors thatwould take place
in factor markets.
Our data clearly show that relative prices of
investment goods displayed a gooddeal ofstabil-
ity for the 1958-69 period, but considerable
variability thereafter (Chart 2). The wholesale-
price forecast errors apparently fluctuated
around zero during the 1958-72 period, with no
prolonged cycle or trend, but they provided
substantial underforecasting thereafter (Chart
3). The forecast errors were calculated as the
actual price level less the forecast level, divided
by the actual level.
IV. Model of Factor Adjustment Behavior
The factor-adjustment model estimated in this
paper assumes that the demand for a factor is
dependent on the difference between the desired
and actual stock (or utilization) ofthe particular
factor and the difference between desired and
actual stocks of related factors of production.
For example, the demand for labor will depend
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not only on the difference between the desired
and actual stock of labor, but also on a similar
differential for the stock of capital. Utilization
rates may also affect the demand for stocks. For
example, the demand for capital- and also the
demand for labor-may rise because a firm is
fully utilizing its current capital stock.where Yit is the ithfactor(e.g., workers),Yt is the
"desired" level of the jth factor. Equation (3) is
the interrelated adjustment model, previously
estimated for the manufacturing industry by
Nadiriand Rosen. 14 Appended totheadjustment
process are the random price-shock terms Wi,
which are the price-forecast error and the vari-
ance of the relative prices of investment goods.
The anticipated rateofwholesale-price inflation,
71", is included to test the hypothesisthatthereare
no independent effects of anticipated inflation
aside from the relative rental price of capital.
Hence the null hypothesis is that Tr should have
no statistically significant effect on factor de-
mands.
There has been little empirical work measur-
ing the effect of price uncertainty, first, on the
firm's optimal long-run capital stock, and sec-
ondly, on the adjustment path of capital-stock
accumulation. Some theoretical work suggests
that output price uncertainty should reduce the
optimal capital stock of the firm. But these
results, unfortunately, are very sensitive to the a
priori specification of the firm's underlying pro-
duction function. IS
One important question relates tothedifferen-
tial impact of the two measures of inflation
variability on manufacturing factor demands.
Does the rise in unanticipated inflation have a
significantly different impact on the demand for
labor than on the demand for capital? If so, we
could obtain a better understanding of the be-
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V. The Estimated Model
Y~ = fi(Q,~,t) i = 1,2,3,4
Q = F(K,U,W,H)eyt
where Q is output, C/ W the relative userprice of
capital (i.e., the rental priceofcapital, C,divided
by the wage rate, W), and t a time trend. By
substituting (1) into (2) and assuming lagged
adjustment, we obtain
The y term measures the exponential rate of
technical progress in the productionfunction for
the firm and, via aggregation over firms, for the
industry. If in the short-run the firm considers
output as given, and then minimizes costs asso-
ciated with the production ofthis output level, it
will obtain a "desired factor-demand" equation
which is dependent on output, relative input
prices and a time trend.
Factordemands are divided intofourseparate
categories. Two of them are stocks-physical
capital, K, and total manufacturing production
workers, W. The other two are flows-the utili-
zation rate of capital, U, and the average work-
week in manufacturing, H.
13 At the conceptual
level, output, Q, is described as a function ofall
factor stocks and utilizations, or
To repeat, thedesired factor levels, denoted by
YJin equation (3), are assumedto bedetermined
by output, the relative rental priceofcapital, and
a time trend.
16 The relative price variance of
investment goods and the unanticipated infla-
tion variable are appended to this factor-
adjustment equation. In addition, anticipated
inflation (the Livingston series) is included as a
independent variable to test the hypothesis that
"surprise" or unanticipated inflation provides
the major inflation impact on factor demands
(aside from the relative user price ofcapital). All
variables except the timetrend andtheanticipat-
ed and unanticipated inflation variables are
entered as natural logarithms. The equations for
capital, production workers, the average work-
week and the capacity-utilization rates were
estimated over the period 1959.111 to 1975.IV.
As shown in Table I, the "own rate ofadjust-
ment," that is, the portion of the discrepancy
between desired and actual stocks or utilization
offactors, is measured by oneminustheestimat-
ed own-adjustment coefficient (e.g., the coeffi-
cient on K(t-I) in the K(t) equation). This
computation shows that capitaladjuststheslow-
est, as expected, and the average workweek ad-
11justs the most rapidly. These results need to be
qualified somewhat, because adjustment in any
one factor is constrained or augmented by the
gap between desired and actualstocksand utili-
zation rates in other equations. Forexample, the
average workweek and the capacity-utilization
rate affect the capital-stock adjustment very
little, that is, the coefficients for H(t-l) and
U(t-l) are statistically insignificant. However,
an increase in the discrepancy between desired
and actual production workers will slow this
capital adjustment. (In equation (3), lagged
factor variables enter with a negative sign,
indicating a negative cross-adjustment coeffi-
cient on lagged workers in the capital equation.)
Similarly, the adjustment in workers, equation
(2) in Table I, is similarly constrained by thegap
between the desired and actual capital stock.
Interestingly, the estimated capital utilization
equation implies thatthe greaterthe gap between
desired and actual production workers, thegrea-
ter the utilization of the existing capital stock.
Because ofthe dynamic specification of our
factor-adjustment model, the estimatedcoeffi-
cients on the exogenous variables can only be
considered short-run (first period) coefficients.
The short-run output elasticities are all statisti-
cally significant and reasonable in sizeexcept in
the capital equation. The relative rental price of
capital should, a priori, yield a negative coeffi-
cient in the capital equation and positive coeffi-
cients in the remaining equations. However, this
variable is statistically significant only in the
capital equations with the expected negative
sIgn.
As for our three inflation variables, we hypo-
thesized that unanticipated inflation effects
ought to predominate over relative price-
variance effects iffirms respond to"global"price
shocks-that is, price shocks overwhich thefirm
Table 1
Estimated Factor Adjustment Equations in Manufacturing
(1959111-1975IV)
Dependent Variables*
Explanatory (1) (2) (3) (4)
Variables Capital (K) Workers (W) Hours (H) Utilization (U)
Constant -.005 -.734 2.635 1.974
(0.0) (1.0) (6.3) (1.6)
K(tl) .871 .204 .040 -.098
(20.6) (3.1) (1.1 ) (.9)
W(H) .165 .271 -.264 -A64
(2.3) (2.5) (4.5) (2.6)
H(H) .034 .005 .091 -.071
(.2) (.02) (.6) (.2)
U(tl) .032 .048 .154 .377
(A) (.5) (2.8) (2.3)
(~)t Relative rental price of capital .009 .001 -.003 -.008
(2.9) (.3) (I.I) (.9)
Output (t) -.042 A48 .158 .767
(1.3) (11.0) (7.1) (11.3)
Time trend .0016 -.0050 -.0012 .0052
(4.1) (7.6) (3.3) (4.9)
Anticipated inflation (t) .0007 .0027 ..0006 .0038
(.8) (1.9) (.8) (1.7)
Unanticipated inflation (t) -.0015 .0031 .0010 .0043
(3.1) (3.8) (2.2) (3.3)
Relative capital price variance (t) .0002 -.0008 -.0020 -.0018
_2 (.2) (.6) (2.8) (.9)
R .9992 .990 .928 .963
D.W. 1.78 1.88 1.99 1.65
RHO -.30 AI .39 .36
SER .0064 .0069 .0038 .0115
* t-statistics in parentheses
12Table 2
Long-Run Elasticities
effect of unanticipated inflation has been to
reduce the long-run demand for capital, but to
increase the long-run demand for labor and the
utilization rate of the capital stock. This would
thus imply a decline in the capital-labor ratio in
manufacturing. These empirical results are con-
sistent with the theoretical argument of Feld-
stein, Green and Sheshinski-that inflation re-
duces the demand for capital-although their
argument stems primarily from a rise in steady-
state or permanent inflation.
The results displayed in Tables! and 2appear
to confirm the hypothesis that inflation affects
factor demand in manufacturing through unan-
tic;ipated inflation,and not throughtheincreased
variability in the relative price of investment
goods or independently through anticipated
inflation. Our results also imply that there may
indeed be a persistent long-run increase in la-
bor demand because of unanticipated inflation,
but that this positive response in labordemand is
compensating for the reduced demand for capi-
tal from the same cause. These results would
suggest that, in order to reach a better under-
standing of inflation's long-run impact on the
economy, we should consider its effect on
capital-investment demand as well as its short-
run effect on the demand for labor.
Exogenous Variable
has incomplete information. (This hypothesis
fits in with that of some rational-expectations
theorists.) This result, indeed, is implied by the
estimated coefficients. The unanticipated-
inflation variable is statistically significant in all
of the four factor-demand equations, while the
relative price-variability variable is only signifi-
cant in the average-workweek equation. An
increase in unanticipated inflationis found in the
short-run to decrease the demand for capital but
to increasethedemandfor workers, thecapacity-
utilization rate and the average workweek. Also,
as hypothesized, anticipated inflation has no
independent effect on any of the four factor
demands, as this variable is statisticallyinsignifi-
cant (at the 95-percent confidence level) in all the
equations.
The estimated coefficients represent only the
initial-period responses to a change in theexoge-
nous variables. But we are also concerned with
"long-run elasticities" (Table 2), which represent
the total response of the factors to changes in
output, unanticipated inflation and the relative
rental price ofcapital. The long-run coefficients
should be used with the estimated coefficients to
determine the "reasonableness' ofthe estimated
model.
For the long-run effect of the relative rental
price ofcapital, all signs are as expected except in
the workers equation. As expected, a rise in this
variable is seen to decrease the demand for
capital. The long-run output effects are also of
correct(positive)sign in all the equations. And as
expected, the largest long-run output elasticities
are on capital and labor stocks.
The long-run effects ofunanticipated inflation
are seen to be negative on capital demand, but
positive on worker demand and capacity utiliza-
tion. There is no long-runeffecton average hours
























VI. Dynamic Response to Inflation
To understand the dynamic behavioroffactor
demands in manufacturing, we need to ask two
questions. First, is the interrelated lagged-
adjustment model stable? Technicalities aside,
the answer is yes.
17 That is, a unit change in any
exogenous variable will cause the factordemand
to respond over time, and as time goes on, the
level of the factor stock or utilization will return
13
to its long-run equilibrium value.
Secondly, how do factor demands respond
over time to a unit change in unanticipated
inflation? Because of the interrelated nature of
the adjustment process (where, say, the labor
adjustment is affected by the current level of
capacity utilization) we must use the entire ad-
justment matrix to see how anyone factordemand changes over time.
18 As Chart 4 indi-
cates, the capital stock in manufacturingadjusts
suprisingly quickly to unanticipated inflation.
Although the response is distributed overtwenty
quarters, 75 percent of the impact occurs after
ten quarters. Again, the demand for workers
responds very rapidly to unanticipated inflation,
with almost all ofthe adjustment complete after
five quarters.
Most importantly, a rise in unanticipated
inflation leads to significant offsetting behavior,
with a reduceddemandfor capital being offset by
an increased demand for production workers.
Unanticipated inflation, in effect, acts like a rise
in the relative price of capital vis-a-vis the price
of labor.
"Surprise inflation" thus can havea statistical-
ly significant short-run impact on the process of
adjustment offactor demands, especially capital
and labor. But because of the substitutability of
the factors considered here, aggregate inflation
shocks can affect their interaction as well. As we
have seen, the capital stock tends to be reduced
while capital utilization tends to be increased
over the long run. Our results contradict the
"complete inflation neutrality" proposition that
inflation has no long-run impact on real vari-
ables. Our results, in contrast, indicate that if
significant unanticipated inflation continues
over a lengthy period, the capital stock in manu-
facturing will grow more slowly. Persistent un-
anticipated inflation thus could lead overtime tp
a fall in the capital-labor ratio in manufacturing.
Chart 4


































VII. Forecasting the 1976-77 Recovery
To evaluate the forecasting value of our in-
terrelated factor-adjustment model, we per-
formed two types of forecasts for the period
1976.I-1977.IV. The first (static) forecast utilized
actual values for all oftheexplanatoryvariables.
The second (dynamic) forecast utilized known
values for all exogenous variables except the
lagged values of the endogenous variable for
capital stock, workers, hours and utilization.
These latter values were set at their previous
forecasted values, where the lagged values for
1975.lV were the fitted values obtained in the
estimation.
The dynamic forecasts consistently overfore-
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cast the capital stock in manufacturing but
underforecast workers and the utilization rate.
The dynamic forecast was significantly worse
than the static forecast only for the capital
equation (Table 3). However, the root-mean-
square percentage errors indicate that the worst
forecasts surprisingly did not occurin the capital
equation, but rather in the capacity-utilization
equation. Thecapitaland workersequations had
almost equal root-mean-square percentage er-
rors, but this statistic was almost double in size
for the utilization forecasts.
Since our dynamic forecasts were consistently
less than the actual rates of capacity utilization,we should not be asking why the aggregate
capacity-utilization rate was so low, but rather
why it was so high. Given the interrelated nature
of the demand for stocks and utilization of
capital and labor, ourforecasts indicate that the
capacity utilization rate was higher during the
1976-1977 recovery period than expected. In
isolation, the rate may appear relatively low
when compared with previous recovery periods.
But this observation ignores the way the utiliza-
tion of capital interacts with the utilization of
labor and the growth in the capital stock and
manufactuing labor force.
We used Theil's "V-Coefficient" to further
judge the overall forecasting accuracy of the
period 19761-1977 IV. A V-coefficient which
exceeds unity indicates that the ex ante forecast
offactor demands does not provide more useful
information than a simple "no change" fore-
cast. 19 As Table 3 indicates, the V-coefficient is
less than unity for capital and workers, but
greater than unity for the average hours and
utilization equations. This suggests that the
estimated interrelated factor-adjustment model
was quite useful in forecasting the demand for
capital and workers, but not of much use in
forecasting average hours and capacity utiliza-
tion for the 1976-77 period. Indeed, the V-
coefficient is lowest for the capital-stock fore-
casts. These results support the use of the
estimated model in explaining the demand for
capital and labor, but they cast doubt on the
forecasting properties for the capacity-
utilization rate.
We alsodecomposed Theil's V-coefficientinto
three components, to analyze further the source
of error in the utilization forecasts. The first two
terms capture systematic errors that should be
avoided in the forecasts, while the last (imperfect
covariation) involves nonsystematic random
error. 20 As Table 3 indicates, the largest source
of forecast error in capacity utilization occurs
because ofnonsystematic random movements in
the capacity-utilization rate. The utilizationfore-
casts have the largest ratio ofimperfect covaria-
tion to bias. These forecast errors indicate that,
during the 1976-77 recovery, relatively greater
nonsystematic random behavior occurred in
capacity utilization than in capital demand,
labor demand or the average workweek. The
forecast performance also indicates that the
recovery surprisingly was characterized by a
greater-than-anticipated rate ofcapacity utiliza-
tion.
Table 3
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* RMSE = root mean square error; RMS%E =root mean square percentage error.The RMSE statistics were obained by first
taking the antilogs of the forecasted variables~
15VIII. Conclusion
process of capital growth. Moreover, unantic-
ipated inflation shocks, and their persistent
effects overa prolonged period, helpexplain why
investment demand has been sluggish since the
early-1975 cyclical trough. While our evidence is
obviously tentative, it provides an avenue to a
more complete understanding of the inflation-
induced factor-demand adjustments in U. S.
manufacturing.
Economists only recently have come to con-
sider the effects of price uncertainty on the
behavior ofthe firm, either in output markets or
in factor markets. Yet this question must be
answered if economists are to be able to explain
how inflation affects the real economy. Our
tentative evidence suggests that unanticipated
inflation can affect the demand for factors of
production as well as the utilization of these
factors. This type of inflation thus may slow the
Appendix
Deviation of a RiSk-Adjusted Rental Price of Capital
Jayant Kalawar and Joseph Bisignano
where:
The procedure used to derive the rental price
of capital used in the text is similar in spirit to
most other definitions ofthis variable seen in the
investment literature. Basically, the rental price
of capital is defined as
C = rental price of capital
k = investment tax credit!
w = tax rate for manufacturingcorporations,
computed as (provision for federal in-"
come taxes -;- income before taxes)2




long-term debt + stockholders' equity
rAaa = Aaa corporate-bond rate
re = cost of equity
It is quite common in investment studies to use
some readily available measure of re, the cost of
equity, such as the dividend-price ratio. This
measure for re was used here, but the implied
rental price of capital was not found to be
significant in the capital equation. In fact, utiliz-
ing alternative derivations ofthe rental price of
capital, we found the mostsignificant measureof
c to be simply Pk (rAaa + 8). However, this
variable was not used because it ignores import-
ant tax and equity cost considerations.
One of the authors (Kalawar) suggested con-
structin6 a risk-adjusted cost ofequity for use in
our final derivation ofthe rental price ofcapital.
This was done by inferring the return demanded
on equity from the returns on bonds, the returns
on a "risk-free" asset, and measures ofthe"riski-
ness" of bonds and equity. To do so we utilized
the Sharp-Lintner capital-asset pricing model,
assuming that portfolios exist (consisting of all
Aaa corporate bonds outstanding and a portfo-
lio of Standard and Poor's 500 common stocks)
which are efficient; that is, the risk-return char-
acteristics can be simulated by holdingthe"mar-
ket portfolio" in the appropriate proportions.
Under this assumption the following relation-
ship holds, (Sd indicates standard deviation):
(AI) c = (l-k) (l-wz) Pk(r + 0)
(l-w)
where:
d = (Aaa corporate-bond rate) (l-W)3
t = tax lifetime of investment goods = 1/0
8 =depreciation rate= .054511 (constructed
by F. Brechling);
P k = implicit capital-stock price deflator(con-
structed by F. Brechling)
r = total cost of capital in manufacturing,
defined as
r =(l-¢)re + ¢(l-w)rAaa
16The above equation describes the "capital mar-
ket line," with an intercept of rr (the risk-free
rate), and, since both the bond and equity port-
folio lie on this straight line, the slope is given by
(rAaa - rr) / Sd(rAaa). Using thisrelationship, we
can construct a series ofexpected rates ofreturn
on common stock which, in equilibrium, give us
the cost of equity. Specifically:
re expected return on equity for S&P
500 stocks;
rr yield to maturity, annualized, on 3-
month Treasury bills outstanding,
quarterly averages;
rAaa = yield to maturity, annualized, ofAaa
corporate bonds outstanding, quar-
terly averages;
Sd(rAaa) = standard deviation of one-month
holding-period returns on all corpor-
ate bonds outstanding (industrial
and utility) with Moody's Aaa and
Aa rating;
Sd(re) = standard deviation of one-month
holding-period returns on S&P 500
common stocks.
Twelve monthly observations were used to con-
struct the standard deviations defined above,
and were computed from the data developed by
R. A. Ibbotson and R. A. Sinquefield.
5 The
construction ofour measure ofthe costofequity
requires one strongassumption, namely, thatthe
covariance between equity and bond returns is
zero. This assumption was made to ease the




Derived Cost of Equity Capital
Chart A2





The derived cost of equity and the ultimate
rental price of capital are shown in Charts Al
and A2, respectively.
(A2) re = rr + (rAaa - rr) * Sd(re)
Sd(rAaa)
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F-Tests for Equality of Coefficients
Calculated
F-statistic
1.698
0.673
0.887
1.270
(SSR(Ho)-SSR(H1))/k
SSR(H1)/(T1+T2-2k)
F
Factor
Capital
Labor force
Hours
Utilization
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